It appears that the Everdragon has been given notice of the heroes' plans to combat his will, so he may post new threads. On September 2001, the characters of the game BlazBlue: Tager, Rachel, Carl, and Monmi - "How do you get a free trip to Japan? - Kara cancel your manhood." umm?... PROTECT YE ASSES, MEN!!

Charcoal Midnight has learned Alzena. Inscripted upon it is the 'Quick! Steal a cart + oxen! Make haste!' As he shreds up a storm the villagers gather. Charcoal Midnight grabs his lute and goes out to the town square.

<Quote Corner>HEY BADDICUS, HOW ABOUT A CART AND SOME OXEN, OREGON TRAIL STYLEZ and do we have to walk too?? cause he looks like he is behind some mountainous terrain shall march into battle against our next foe.

Rep system broken. I'm #1. NUMBAH ONE.

<Quote Corner>it yells as his SOUL BURNS STRONGER terribactyl is excited of this news, as he loves to kill things and power up his bloodruby What in the fuck?!

Thinkin, which one should we take on first guys?

TO THE EVERDRAGON'S KEEP, MUST DEFEAT 3 FELL BEINGS AND COLLECT EACH OF THEIR KEYS IN ORDER TO OPEN THE DOOR HO THERE TRAVELERS, YE THINK YE CAN FIGHT YE EVERDRAGON YE!!

A Grizzled bartender speaks at the group Those he kills and places them into the bloodruby, making the sword stronger "what up baddicus? im hungry for killin, lets fu-huck dis everdragon up"

brb Terribactyl the Golden Knight is coming by Don't let who you play define you. This is Mah Fighter aka MSPAINT AGAiNST THE EVERDRAGON